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Abstract 
 
The secondary wood product industry faces numerous challenges.  One of them is the need to 
continuously improve manufacturing efficiencies to lower production costs.  One method to 
accomplish this is to find and implement new material handling solutions suitable for the 
industry. 
 
The remanufacturing sector within the secondary wood products industry is in need of finding 
solutions to handle, sort, grade, and stack large numbers of relatively small wood components for 
various end applications.  The nature of the industry requires high speed and high volume 
equipment which also has the flexibility to allow remanufacturersa the ability to change the 
product mix quickly without incurring excessive downtime.      
 
This report summarizes the results of a material handling equipment needs survey conducted with 
companies in Alberta.  A number of lumber remanufacturing plants were visited and their 
manufacturing process reviewed in order to gain an understanding of the product mix and the 
processing speeds required.  The current technologies that could allow handling of the product 
mix at the respected speeds were also researched by contacting a number of equipment 
manufacturers and dealers in Canada, the US and Europe.  
 
In the course of the project, it was found that the current Canadian equipment technologies are 
considered state of the art, and that they are capable of efficient and high-speed material handling.   
 
It is intended that this document will assist the industry match its specific needs with the current 
technology available which in turn will lead to an increase in the global competitiveness of the 
Alberta remanufacturing industry. 

                                                 
a For the purpose of this report, the colloquial term remaner has been extensively used. 
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1 Objectives 
 
The primary objectives of this project are: 
 

• To investigate existing secondary wood manufacturing processes and identify the key areas where 
custom-designed processing and material handling equipment can be used to increase 
productivity and lower manufacturing costs.  

• To examine other industries such as the food processing and packaging industry where material 
handling solutions are commonplace, and to identify if some of the material handling solutions 
could be transferred into the wood products industry. 

 

2 Introduction 
 
The foremost challenge for secondary manufacturers is to develop ways to process and handle a large 
number of small pieces.  Combined with the comparatively high wage rates found in North America, it 
becomes imperative that new and innovative solutions are found that not only aid manufacturers to 
operate as efficiently and cost effectively as possible, but also enables them to compete in the world 
market.  Most companies today that have invested in material handling equipment in order to increase 
volume, have also done so to become the lowest cost producer. 
 
Material handling solutions for the primary industry are well known and currently in use (Figure 1).  
However, the direct application of this equipment in the secondary industry is difficult.  Equipment 
designed for primary sawmills is large, built to withstand heavy weights and relatively fewer numbers of 
pieces.  The equipment needed for the secondary industry needs to be smaller in scale, operate faster, be 
product size sensitive, be durable and reliable , and process significantly higher number of pieces per shift 
than that found in the primary industry. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.   Automatic Optimizing and Sorting of Dimensional Lumber in the Primary Mill   
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As the majority of the raw material for secondary producers comes from primary mills, it is absolutely 
crucial that material handling solutions found for the secondary industry be able to accept the product mix 
coming from the primary producers.  Without this development, further growth of the secondary industry 
could be compromised. 
 
Early in the process of determining the objectives of this project, it was decided that the focus should be 
directed towards the remanufacturing industry in Alberta.  The remanufacturing industry is directly linked 
to, and dependent upon, the primary industry.  
 
Remanufacturing plays a vital role in the growth of the secondary wood industry and is an important 
component of the provinces economic activities. Remanufacturing plants are generally independent 
companies who purchase raw material (lumber) from sawmills.  These plants then re-sort, and further 
process the lumber into various smaller components.  Remanufacturers make products that the large 
commodity lumber producers are unwilling or unable to do to because of their market and/or business 
focus.  
 
The reman companies focus on recovering the maximum value from the lumber they purchase as they 
upgrade the lumber into marketable products.  The remaners range from relatively small producers, 
manufacturing speciality products for various local customers, to high volume plants producing longer 
runs of products to fulfill the needs of their clientele.  
 
A remanufacturing industry can be found in every region where a primary mill exists.  This vital sector 
typically suffers from low margins (Woodbridge Associates Inc. 2002), despite supplying other 
secondary, and tertiary industries and adding more value to the materials coming out of the primary 
producers.  Many remaners rely on the income they generate from the custom work they do for primary 
producers.  
 
In reviewing the size of the North American market, each of the secondary and tertiary wood industry 
sectors, including lumber remanufacturing, represents as large or a significantly larger market potential 
than current levels of Canadian commodity lumber exports (see Figure 2).  For example, Canada exported 
C$10.2 Billion worth of softwood lumber in the year 2000, and yet the US market for remanufactured 
products was worth C$18.3 Billion in the same year (Woodbridge Associates Inc. 2002).   
 
Should Canada capture the same market share of the US remanufactured wood product market as it has in 
the commodity lumber market (about 1/3 of the US market), then approximately $US 6 Billion worth of 
remanufactured products could be potentially exported from Canada into the US. 
 
The introduction of the 27% countervail-duty (CVD) imposed on some remanufactured products has put 
increased pressure on producers of these products.  These additional operating expenses have caused a 
number of companies to curtail or to move their operations into the US (Woodbridge Associates Inc. 
2002).  Only those producers operating highly efficient plants or producing higher value or specialized 
products have survived.  However, pressure on the most efficient remaners continues, and these 
companies will only be able to continue operating if they improve their manufacturing efficiency and 
lower their operating costs.  This fact is the primary reason for aggressively pursuing the search for new 
material handling technology that has the capability to increase volume through-put and decrease material 
handling costs. 
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Figure 2. US Wood Product Markets  (Chart was recreated from “Manufacturing of Value-Added 

Wood Products in Western North America” with permission of Woodbridge Associates 
Inc.) 

 
In Western North America, the typical reman plant is relatively small in size, averaging about US$ 9 
million in sales annually, as illustrated in Figure 3 (Woodbridge Associates Inc. 2002).  The annual sales 
of Alberta reman companies average about CND$17.4 (US$11.7) million (PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, 
2000).  In Western North America there are several larger producers, who operate a single reman plant in 
a highly competitive market. 
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Figure 3.  Indicator of Average Size of the Remanufacturing Plant in Western North America    

(Chart was recreated from “Manufacturing of Value-Added Wood Products in Western 
North America” and modified with permission of Woodbridge Associates Inc.  Additional 
data were obtained from PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, 2000) 
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3 Methodology of the project 
 
In order to capture a realistic perspective of the reman industry in Alberta, the major reman plants in the 
province were identified and contacted to seek their participation in this project.  The plants were selected 
based on their size, measured by volume output and based on the makeup of the products being 
manufactured.  Six companies indicated their interest, and all of their facilities were visited.  
 
During these visits, the main technological processes were identified and the information about the 
products being manufactured was gathered.  In particular, several of the key variables that included  piece 
count, size of the pieces handled, degree of processing, processing speed, material handling costs, 
flexibility of current systems, packaging, and inventory control systems (bar-coding, labeling) were 
recorded.  It was later determined that due to the significant number of products being produced by the 
remaners, it was not feasible to collect all of the information.  Discussions with the plant supervisors were 
held to identify the current and potential future material handling needs of these participating companies.  
 
The material handling process was also analysed from a labour input perspective to gain an understanding 
of the costs associated with material handling and the respective productivity and efficiency levels being 
attained.  During the plant visits, the number of material handlers in each plant were noted, and later 
confirmed with the plant managers.        
 
Through the literature research and the use of wood trade journals, trade show catalogues, and Forintek-
subscribed web search tools, the major manufacturers of material handling equipment for the wood 
products industry, including the reman industry were identified.  A substantial list of companies was 
generated and these companies were further researched on the internet.  Those equipment suppliers with 
potentially applicable technology were contacted and more detailed information was obtained from them. 
The focus was to identify equipment producers supplying individual material handling technologies as 
well as integrated processing systems; particularly sorters and stackers capable of meeting the needs of 
the Alberta reman industry.  It was also important to identify those suppliers capable of designing and 
engineering custom-built equipment to address specific needs that the reman companies might have.  
Equipment suppliers were also asked whether or not they had supplied any technology solutions to the 
reman industry in North America.  
 
A number of plants using some of the most state-of-the-art sorting and stacking equipment in operation 
were visited. Seeing the technology in operation provided us with the confidence that the technology 
existed, and allowed us to direct detailed questions to the accompanying manufacturer’s representative 
and to the local plant management.  The findings assisted us in the development of a report on this 
technology and to draw conclusions based on our observations of this equipment in operation.   
 
Another industry sectors, such as the food and packaging industry where automated handling solutions 
are commonplace were researched and then contacted, in order to identify opportunities where some of 
those technologies could be transferred into the remanufacturing sector.   
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4 Alberta Remanufacturing Industry 
 
Remanufacturing is an important part of the value added stream.  It forms a solid base for many other 
stages in the value chain.  It can be argued that without a healthy remanufacturing sector, it is hard to 
build a significant and sustainable secondary and tertiary wood processing economy.  
 
The Alberta wood product industry is the 3rd largest industry sector in the province, although the 
remanufacturing sector is relatively small compared to most other regions of Western North America.   
 
The Alberta reman industry is represented by a small number of large wood remanufacturers whose 
production ranges between 80 to160 MMFBM/annum and a large number of smaller remaners producing 
between 5 to15 MMFBM/annum who service niche local and export markets.  
 
It is estimated that the total annual west coast sales of remanufactured products are in the order of US$5 
billion (Woodbridge Associates Inc. 2002).  Remanufacturers in California have the highest shipment 
value followed by BC with over US$900 million in annual sales of remanufactured products (see Figure 
4).  In comparison, the Alberta reman industry annual sales were estimated to be at CND$139 (US$94) 
million (PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, 2000). 
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Figure 4.  Top 5 Lumber Remanufacturing Jurisdictions in Western North America Compared with 
Alberta (Chart was recreated from “Manufacturing of Value-Added Wood Products in Western North 
America” and modified with permission of Woodbridge Associates Inc.  Additional data were obtained 
from PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, 2000).The following are several main product categories in the 
remanufacturing sector:    
 

– Non-structural products such as pallet components, fencing, etc. 
– Decking 
– Laminating stock 
– Mouldings, millwork, and furniture stock  
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– Window stock and door stock 
– Stress graded lumber  
– J-grade, and DIY items 
– Specialty items such as survey stakes and laths, cross bridging, kiln sticks, etc.  

 
It was observed during the study that the reman industry is very diverse and that larger companies tend to 
focus more on “commodity type” reman products with a smaller number of product groups but larger 
volumes within each group.  
 
On the other hand, medium size remaners can produce 2500+ different products for various markets that 
include specialty component products, building components and furniture blanks.  Interestingly, none of 
these products represents a majority of their production.  Such a fragmented product mix requires 
extensive marketing and an incredible degree of flexibility in terms of the facility layout, and equipment 
capability.  From the company’s point of view, it appears very difficult to utilize any existing off-the-shelf 
material handling and stacking equipment to handle products that vary substantially in size and length.  In 
addition, the products being produced today are likely to vary from the products that the company might 
be asked to produce on a “Just in Time” basis in the future.  The challenge for remanufacturers is to be 
able to handle very short components, particularly those directed towards the furniture industry where the 
blanks are often less than 3 feet in length. 
 
On the other hand, the smaller less automated businesses tend to run limited batches of products to service 
smaller niche and/or local markets.  The smaller remaners do not have the economies of scale to compete 
in the “commodity type” products such as pallet components.  However, they produce specialty products 
that the larger companies are either not willing to produce or are not set up to accommodate.  
 
The companies that participated in the survey could be divided into the following two distinct categories 
based on the volume of the products they manufacture: 
 

a) Small remaners employing between 15 and 30 employees, with an annual production of 5 to 15 
MMFBM manufacturing products such as: 

- fence boards and rails 
- pallet components 
- stakes, laths and battens 
- kiln sticks 
- cross bridging 
- balcony uprights 
- nailer strips  
- dunnage 
- finger-jointing blocks, etc. 
 

b) Medium to larger sized remaners employing between 75 and 150 employees with an annual 
production of 90 to168 MMFBM manufacturing products such as:  

- decking 
- fencing 
- studs 
- pallet stock 
- specialty Japanese building components  
- finger-jointed lumber products 
- furring strips 
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- specialty items (furniture blanks) 
- finger-jointing blocks 

 
The results of the survey indicated that there was some overlap in the product mix between the small and 
the larger companies.  However, the larger companies appeared to be more focused towards producing the 
“commodity type” of products than the smaller companies. The general trend discovered in the survey 
was that as product volume increased, the total number of products decreased, though there were some 
exceptions.  An increased demand for certain products makes large scale, high volume automated 
manufacturing more feasible, and in fact essential in order to maintain competitiveness. 
 
Within the last decade, the production volume of several new value added products (e.g., LVL, I-Joist) 
has grown significantly.  The manufacturers of these products have simultaneously become highly 
automated in order to achieve cost competitiveness.  Automation does not necessarily imply lack of 
product variety.  For example, in the furniture industry the use of CNC machinery can substantially lead 
to the increase in product variety and flexibility.   
 
For remaners, FLEXIBILITY was the first item on their priority list when the industry was asked about 
the attributes of suitable material handling equipment. 
 
The reality of today’s marketplace puts enormous pressure on the manufacturers to be flexible.  The 
products that remaners produce today is changing continuously and companies big and small cannot 
afford to purchase new equipment or redesign the process every time they introduce a new product.  
 
Through discussions with various remanufacturers, differences in the perception of what the future of the 
reman industry was going to be were noted.  Some businesses felt that in order to be a profitable remaner 
in the future, it would be important to be able to manufacture products for higher value use in the 
secondary and tertiary sector.  To achieve this, it would be critical to either kiln dry the lumber products 
or purchase lumber properly dried to the specifications required in the secondary wood-processing sector.  
It is a known fact, that commodity lumber is dried to specifications that makes it unsuitable for any higher 
value products such as furniture, speciality millwork, door or window components, etc. 
 
Others in the reman industry felt that in order to stay competitive in the lower-value “commodity type” 
product markets, their sector was in need of higher automation, improved efficiencies and larger volumes 
of processed products.  It was also indicated that the current technology for sorting and stacking of 
smaller components (3 to 8 feet in length), had already been developed, though the local remanufacturers 
felt that it was not designed properly to operate at speeds that would allow for high volume production.  
Survey respondents indicated that they would like to see a possible Alberta solution to address these 
needs.  
 
With the input of the industry, the study was set out to identify current handling technologies and to 
determine what the key material handling factors were for the Alberta reman industry in order for it to 
remain globally competitive. 
 
It was also mentioned by several remaners that it is becoming increasingly difficult to recover higher 
value products from the lower quality dimensional stock purchased from the sawmills.  It appears to be a 
direct result of the primary sector becoming more sophisticated in terms of recovering larger volumes of 
higher end products directly at the sawmill, through scanning and lumber grading technologies.  
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Historically, the reman industry has generated part of its revenues on the grading errors of the primary 
mills.  The primary mills have over the years implemented log scanning and sawing optimization 
technologies, installed high-graders at the planer mills and added improved lumber scanning/grading 
systems to improve the generation of higher-grade lumber and to decrease lumber down-grading errors.  
The new generation of lumber scanning is starting to allow automated grading not only based on 
geometry of each board, but also based on the size of knots and other defects.  
 
Over time, lower-grade lumber purchased from sawmills will likely contain only the factory-out grades 
thereby making any significant higher-grade product recovery rather difficult, particularly in the longer 
lengths.   
 
When the reman industry was examined, it was determined that both small and large companies employ 
significant numbers of material handlers.  The largest number of material handlers were employed in the 
area of lumber sorting and stacking. It was not unusual to find 40-60% of the employees in the Alberta 
reman industry manually handling the product.  Approximately 2/3 of material handlers manually sort and 
stack the product at the end of the process.  This level of manual handling appears to be detrimental to the 
future of the industry’s competitiveness.  With a few exceptions, it was observed that the front end of the 
process and the material transfer through the reman operations was well automated. The level of 
automation decreased once the sorting and stacking stage was reached.  It was also observed that there 
was a potential for remaners to increase the value of their products and optimize line capacities if the 
lumber was pre-sorted before entering the remaning process. 
 
It is important at this point to examine the evolution of the reman industry.  The majority of the reman 
operations in Western North America are independently-owned operations that have been in business for 
many years.  Some have been in operation for decades.  Over time, some companies have evolved by 
growing in size; others have stayed relatively the same, and others have became smaller possibly because 
of losing market share.  
 
Those companies that stayed about the same size often operated with older equipment, as it was 15 or 20 
years ago when the business had started.  Some remaners made relatively minor changes in terms of the 
production equipment and the facility layout.  The surges in production were, and still are, often met by 
running longer shifts or temporarily increasing the labour force.  
 
The larger reman producers often grew from a smaller company by means of connecting machine centres 
with conveyors, utilizing a higher degree of automation, and implementing new material handling 
technologies to decrease labour and increase capacities.  Often the companies addressed these needs for 
increased capacity by adding another production line to meet the customers’ demands.  It was quite 
common that the new line was staged in the plant in such a way that the existing processes were not 
disturbed, or were disturbed to absolute minimum and production at that time was not compromised.  
This type of implementation generally resulted in compromising the product flow and creating 
bottlenecks somewhere in the process thereby leading to inefficiencies in the operation’s manufacturing 
process as a whole.  
 
It is quite common to find medium or larger-sized companies that have been in business for a long time 
operating several lines each producing similar or even identical products in order to meet the production 
targets.  Since each line is operating as a separate unit, the line needs to deal with similar tasks and 
processes, such as unscrambling and singulating boards, grading, sorting, or stacking.  If the whole 
operation was designed and built as one unit, a number of these processes could take place at one 
location, and significant improvements of the production efficiencies could be realized.  
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As indicated earlier, the industry on average operates with relatively low profit margins, which makes 
larger capital projects difficult.  However, current technology has made significant progress in recent 
years in terms of increasing processing speeds and improving efficiencies.  
 
A number of scanning and optimizing technologies used predominantly in the primary industry have 
been, and continue to be scaled down for the purpose of the remanufacturing industry.  As a result, there 
are numerous equipment suppliers now catering to this industry sector.    
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Figure 5. Prior to 27% CVD - Factor Cost Significance: Percentage of Total Manufacturing Cost in 

Lumber Remanufacturing (Woodbridge Associates Inc. 2002) 
 
It was also observed that some companies were struggling with more than just material handling issues. It 
was indicated by several remaners that there is often a need for them to remove the grade stamps put on 
the lumber at the sawmills so that they could produce and re-grade the remaned products from that 
lumber.  A similar issue is the removal of special dyes used to distinguish Machine Stress Rated (MSR) 
lumber.  This is predominantly a problem when certain appearance grade products such as fence boards or 
decking are produced without additional re-planing. The challenge in removing the stamps is that the 
stamps do not always occur at the same location making it very difficult to set up a machine that would 
mechanically remove the stamp from the lumber.  Some mills designed various attachments to their 
processing lines such as grinders on the gantry that could be manually repositioned to remove the stamps, 
but none of those systems we saw worked flawlessly.  
 
The makeup and the performance of the grade stamp ink make removal of the stamp difficult.  The ink is 
partially absorbed by the wood structure therefore if a chemical could be used to remove the ink, it would 
need to penetrate into the wood structure to be effective. A similar problem occurs with the removal of 
the MSR marking stains, which also occurs randomly and also tends to penetrate into the wood structure. 
 
Remaners remove the stamps and MSR marking stain manually by using hand-held grinders or planers.  
This technique is not only inefficient and expensive, but is also safety hazard issue as the in-feed of the 
processing lines operate at high speeds.  Clearly, this additional manufacturing step increases the cost of 
remaning, taking a share of an already small and continuously shrinking profit margin.  
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There might be several ways to resolve this problem.  The one that would appear the most efficient and in 
the end the cheapest for all parties would be to encourage greater synergies between the primary sector 
and the reman industry, so that the industry sectors understand the needs and capabilities of each other.  It 
would seem logical that if the grade stamp needs to be removed further down in the manufacturing 
process, perhaps it should not have been placed on the lumber until it is in the form of a final product. 
Any other solution, no matter how sophisticated, will only add cost to the final product or reduce the 
profitability of one or both sectors.  
 
The solution has other implications, particularly in terms of economies of scale for the reman industry.  It 
is unlikely that the primary producers will even consider any changes to their grading systems for a 
remaner who only buys one load of lumber a week.  The same sawmill might be more willing to 
cooperate with a large remaner who is a significant client and purchases large volumes from the mill’s 
production on a continuous long-term basis.   
 
The challenge of creating such synergies between the primary industry and remaners comes at a time 
when both parties compete for the same market with such products as studs and/or other dimensional 
lumber products.  This certainly adds to the complexity of developing a cooperative strategy between the 
two sectors.  
 
Another alternative would be to form integrated companies that would bring sawmills together with 
reman operations.  In Alberta, there is an example of this kind of integrated company already in operation.  
The mid-sized sawmill produces lumber tailored to the needs of the company’s reman division.  
According to the company, 85-90% of the product from the sawmill is actually remanufactured in-house. 
The remaining portion of the sawmill’s production is remaned by other independent remaners in the area.  
In this form of integration, the sawmill understands the needs of the reman operation and produces 
products in such a way that is conducive for easy and economical processing.  According to this 
company, having both the sawmill and the reman operation located on the same site has been very 
beneficial for both companies because of the cooperation that has been achieved. 
 
Overall, the reman industry in Alberta is still relatively small, but appears to be a growing sector.  The 
remanufacturing process itself has a relatively high level of sophistication and automation on the front 
end.  However, in the area of sorting and stacking, major improvements could be realized by 
implementing automated sorting and stacking systems that are available today.  
 
During this project two high speed planer mills in Quebec were visited. At these mills, grading, sorting, 
stacking and wrapping of short dimensional lumber was being accomplished at speeds of 170-200 boards 
per minute.  Integrated material handling technology enabled the back end of these mills to be operated by 
6 people: 3 graders, 1 sorting bin operator, 1 automated stacker operator, and 1 person wrapping and 
expediting the wrapped product.  A detailed summary of the state of current sorting and stacking 
technologies is described in a separate chapter of this report. 
 
4.1 How Competitive is Alberta’s Reman Sector 
 
In determining the competitiveness of Alberta’s reman industry, various sources were consulted though 
the predominant source was a report prepared by Woodbridge Associates Inc. in 2002, entitled 
Manufacturing of Value Added Products in Western North America.  The information from that report 
helped establish how competitive the Alberta reman sector is within the Western North American context.  
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The reason for looking primarily at this region is that a majority of Alberta remaners market their 
products in this territory.  Therefore, they have to compete not only with manufacturers from 
neighbouring provinces but also with those from the US and off-shore who supply the same products.  
 
Although the Alberta primary wood-processing sector is relatively large, further processing of wood by 
adding more value to the resource appears to be relatively low.  One method to expressing this is to 
evaluate the ratio of the sales value of value-added products to the sales value of commodity products.  
Using this approach, Alberta produces only about $0.41 of value added product for every dollar of 
commodity wood product that is manufactured. In contrast, Ontario and Quebec produce close to 4 times 
more value added product for every dollar of commodity product than Alberta (Woodbridge Associates 
Inc., 2002).  In the US North East, this ratio is even higher, with $3.65 for every dollar of commodity 
product manufactured (see Figure 6).   
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Figure 6. Value Added Product Outputs for Each $1 of Commodity Products Manufactured (Chart 
was recreated from “Manufacturing of Value-Added Wood Products in Western North 
America” with permission of Woodbridge Associates Inc.) 

 
The differences in the makeup of the wood resource between western and eastern Canada also needs to be 
considered.  It can be argued, that the higher percentage of popular wood species harvested in the east, 
such as oak, maple and cherry, lend themselves more readily to the production of components for higher 
value products, thus increasing the ratio of value added outputs to the commodity product outputs.  
 
This suggests that there is certainly a large potential to expand the value added industry in the province of 
Alberta, through higher utilization of locally produced softwood lumber.  The Alberta wood species mix 
also includes large volumes of presently underutilized species such as aspen, poplar, and birch.  The 
development of a market for and increased utilization of these species in their solid or laminated form for 
secondary and tertiary products also represents a significant opportunity that could lead to the lead to an 
increase of the value-added product output. 
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It was observed, that the closer the remanufacturing plants are to the large consuming markets the higher 
the ratio of local value added processing.  However, the ratio of the value added to primary manufacturing 
has to reflect the competitive advantages of each region.  
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Figure 7. Global Wood Cost Indexed to Alberta Levels Prior to 27% Countervail Duty (Woodbridge 

Associates Inc., 2002)  
 
Regional factor costs are amongst the most important drivers of competitiveness.  Wood costs account for 
the highest percentage of the total manufacturing cost for most sectors of the value added industry.  It was 
found that the wood cost for the reman operation represents approximately 63% of the total product cost 
(Woodbridge Associates Inc., 2002).  Therefore, addressing the cost of wood, or maximizing the recovery 
from that wood is an important criterion in achieving the sector’s competitiveness.    
 
Alberta along with Ontario comparatively enjoy the lowest wood costs in North America when prices are 
expressed in US dollars (Woodbridge Associates Inc., 2002). This would suggest that Alberta has a 
competitive advantage particularly when manufactured products are being exported to US. 
  
Labour cost and productivity are also strong drivers of the industry’s competitiveness.  A recent study 
conducted by BC Progress Board indicated that Quebec, Alberta, and Ontario have very similar unit 
labour cost with slightly higher labour costs occurring in BC.  At the same time the unit labour cost in 
other jurisdictions such as Oregon, California and Washington was 15-35% higher when expressed in 
Canadian dollars (Woodbridge Associates Inc., 2002).  It is fair to mention that the “increase” in the 
competitiveness of Canadian provinces has been fuelled by the favourable exchange rate between the 
Canadian and US dollar, although this advantage has been recently diminishing. 
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Figure 8. Unit Labour Cost in North America (Woodbridge Associates Inc., 20021) 
 
In terms of the overall energy costs, Canada appears to be very competitive compared to most of the 
developed countries.  With respect to the US, Canada’s electricity is on average 30% cheaper while the 
cost of natural gas is 35% cheaper (Woodbridge Associates Inc., 2002).  It also appears that Canada is 
susceptible to fewer energy shortages of the magnitude that the US has experienced in the past couple of 
years. 
 
In the competitive ranking of Western North American wood products businesses, Alberta ranked very 
high on the scale before the 27% countervail duty was applied.  The high ranking was based on very 
competitive wood and labour costs, and a strongly supportive business climate.  Alberta ranked as #2 
following Idaho.  Colorado was ranked #3, followed by BC, Oregon, California and Washington 
(Woodbridge Associates Inc., 2002).  
 
Alberta is not as favourably located to its markets as is its major competitors south of the border.  Its 
comparatively low delivered cost however, results in a highly competitive position within the Western 
North American region.  
 
With respect to other jurisdictions of Western North America, Alberta has a comparatively small reman 
sub sector with a less developed US market presence than for example BC.  The 27% duty continues to 
have a negative impact on Alberta’s reman industry, and the position of Alberta competitiveness has 
moved to third place following Idaho and Colorado (Woodbridge Associates Inc., 2002).  
 
From a US perspective, the 27% duty was designed to “level the playing field” in terms of any perceived 
inequities between US and Canadian wood costs.  In reality it had a far greater effect on the 
competitiveness of Canadian remaners.  With the duty applied to the wood cost alone (ranging between 
57% and 68% of total manufacturing cost), Alberta remaners would still enjoy one of the lowest unit 
labour costs in the region (approximately 20% of total manufacturing cost), as well as lower energy costs 
compared to US companies.  Because the 27% duty is levied on the total border price of the manufactured 
products, the duty in effect raises not only the wood cost, but also raises all other cost factors and other 
value added inputs.  This has caused the sector to become less competitive in the US market (Woodbridge 
Associates Inc., 2002).  
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It is important to mention that the competitiveness ranking described in the Woodbridge report was based 
on averages of state and provincial factors and it does not represent competitiveness of individual firms.  
It is understood that the individual firms might be influenced by regional circumstances that 
fundamentally differ from the provincial or state averages.   
 

5 Material Handling Criteria  
 
During the visits with the Alberta remaners the intention was to gather detailed information about the 
products being manufactured which would include product sizes and the production variables such as line 
speed.  While collecting the information, it was determined that it would be very difficult and time 
consuming to gather all of the information relating to the sizes of manufactured products.  In addition, it 
was discovered that products within a product group often differed in size by only a few millimetres, yet 
for the reman operation these differences constituted a different product.    
 
Gathering the detailed information would also require a significant time commitment on behalf of the 
companies and very few of them were willing to make such a time commitment for this project.  The first 
manufacturer visited had a product range of over 2500 products.  Therefore, it was decided to focus on the 
product groups by determining the minimum and maximum product sizes within each group.  This 
information should be sufficient to gain the understanding of the reman industry’s stacking needs as most 
automated stackers operate within the certain product size and length range.  
 
During the visits to various operations it also became apparent that the original focus on product stacking 
would need to be expanded. It became obvious that in most cases the workers assigned to stacking 
performed more tasks than just stacking at the same time.  These workers often needed to make decisions 
on the product grade, or at least read the grade mark assigned by the grader, and ensure the proper 
placement of each component onto the appropriate cart or pallet.  This led to the conclusion that the 
implementation of automated stackers alone would not solve the current problems of the industry no 
matter how fast and flexible they would be.  It appears that the industry is faced with a complex issue, 
which will require a complex and integrated solution.  
 
Another interesting finding was the difference between the stacking patterns used in the reman industry 
and the commodity lumber sector.  When stacking commodity-grade lumber, the bundles have 
standardized widths and heights, primarily due to transportation requirements.  The length of the lumber 
determines the length of the bundle.  All the lumber is stacked in one direction with stabilizing strips 
placed every several rows.  
 
In the reman industry the bundle size is not always purely a function of the size of the stacked product.  
The bundle size can also depend on further processing steps, customer’s specifications (some clients 
require certain width and height of the bundles), and the transportation and handling requirements.  
Unlike the situation with long length lumber stacking, components are often required to be stacked in 
multiple directions.  This is the case predominantly for components under 4 feet in length.  
 
Special stacking requirements are often requested by the remaner’s customers.  For example, such a 
request might entail stacking each row (or every several rows) at a 90 degree angle to the row below.  
This request could be made by pallet manufacturers to assist them in controlling their production outputs. 
Another reason might be technological.  For example, when a remaner is requested to paint one end of a 
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survey stake with a fluorescent paint, the stakes need to be stacked a 90 degree angle to the row below 
and with a space between them so that the paint can dry. 
 
In terms of the size of the input material, two out of the six remaners visited said they purchase only 2-
inch thick dimensional material ranging in size from 2x4 to 2x12 with lengths from 8 to 20 feet.  The 
other remaners visited used material thicknesses that ranged from 22-63mm (7/8- 2½ inch), and widths 
that ranged from 75-200 mm (3 and 8 inch) in addition to 1- and 2-inch thick dimensional stock. 
 

 
Figure 9.  Strength and Quality Comparisons of Dimensional Lumber Grades 
 
The lumber grades that Alberta remaners purchase vary, though the predominant grades are the lower 
quality Economy, Utility, and #3 grades (Figure 9).  About half of the remaners also purchase quantities 
of 2&Btr lumber, and one remaner buys finger-jointing (FJ) blocks.  
 
Reman products can be categorized by the size of their cross-sectional dimension.  They include: 
 

- small size products (stakes and battens, laths, champfer and nailer strips, balcony 
uprights, etc.) with the largest cross section dimension up to 2” (50 mm)  

- medium size products (pallet components, fencing, decking, studs, etc.) with the largest 
cross section dimension of up to 6” (150mm) 

- large size products with the largest cross section dimension over 6” (150mm) 
 
Alternatively reman products can be categorized by their length: 
 

- short length products (less than 3’ in length) 
- medium length products (between 3’ and 8’ in length) 
- long length products (over 8’ in length) 
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The percentage of products in each of these categories varies between remaners, however four out of the 
six surveyed companies produce between 75% and 90% of their products between 3-8 feet in length and 
with a cross-section dimension smaller than 6 inches.  One company produced about 40% of its 
production in lengths shorter than 8 feet with the remaining 60% being longer in length.  Another 
company was unable to provide exact numbers or a reasonable estimate on the dimensions produced. 
 
As indicated earlier, the remaners often produce a large spectrum of products though not all the products 
are manufactured at one time.  When asked about the number of products manufactured in their plants at 
any given time, the answer was rarely more than 15 to 20 products simultaneously. 
 
The speed of processing was mentioned earlier as a determining factor in reaching high production 
volumes and lowering unit costs with the desired result of increasing the businesses competitiveness, 
particularly when “commodity type” reman products were being produced.  The study observed a number 
of processes to gain an understanding of the required piece counts per minute in order to evaluate if 
suitable equipment already existed that could sort and stack the product volumes typically produced by 
the large volume Alberta remaners.  
 
Based on details of product outputs received from one large volume remaner, a detailed analysis of the 
obtained data was performed, and the average speeds and piece counts were calculated for this category 
of producers.  The results indicate that the average processing speed based on the output of a reman 
operation producing between 90 and 168 MMFBM annually, ranges between 2.5 and 5.1 pieces per 
second based on two shifts of production, 5 days a week.  However, this total combined piece count might 
be currently coming off several production lines operated by the particular reman company. 
 
Knowing the piece count range expected and the product mix of sizes manufactured by Alberta remaners, 
determining if existing sorting and stacking technology is capable of meeting the needs of the Alberta 
reman industry is possible.  It appears unrealistic to expect that a single piece of equipment would be 
capable of sorting and stacking all the products produced by the reman operations, since the product size 
ranges from 12 inches to 21feet.  It is more likely that the range of products would need to be separated 
based on length (perhaps into two or three product size categories) as described earlier.   Once separated 
by length the products could be further separated by grade and size using bin sorters like those used in 
sawmills. The stored components could then proceed to appropriate stacking equipment capable of 
handling the product. 
 
The reason for separating the short, medium and long length products is also linked to the required size of 
the sorting bins.  For example, the two high-speed planer mills visited in Quebec had two differently 
scaled sorting systems.  One of those mills had the sorting system set up to handle lumber lengths of 4 to 
16 feet while the other one was designed for sorting lumber in lengths between 4 and 10 feet. The second 
sorting system was considerably lighter than the first and by virtue of requiring less materials to 
manufacture it, would likely cost less.  Actual cost analysis of such a bin sorting system would be a 
matter of detailed calculation on a case-by-case basis performed by the equipment supplier in conjuction 
with the remaner. 
 
It appears from the research of the available equipment that there are many flexible stacking systems that 
allow for efficient stacking of products of various lengths and cross sections.  However, handling pieces 
shorter than 3 feet becomes problematic, particularly at higher speeds.  The stacker seen in Quebec was 
also capable of stacking pre-packaged lumber (15pcs. in the bundle) for the big box stores or DIY market.  
According to the equipment supplier, the sorting and stacking equipment could have been easily designed 
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to handle shorter products starting at 3 foot length.  This would suit the needs of the majority of Alberta’s 
remaners.  Products shorter than 3 feet would likely need to be handled using different technology or 
perhaps even manually. 
 
The larger volume producers do not generally engage in manufacturing items that require specialty 
stacking.  Therefore, high-speed stackers are not required to have such flexibility in terms of stacking 
patterns (cross-wise layers etc.).  Although an increased amount of stacking pattern flexibility could 
certainly be added into the design.  Additional stacking technology that could be used to change stacking 
patterns are swivelling vacuum heads that can de-stack and/or restack the layers at 90-degree angles off 
the main line.  Remaners would need to justify the investment in a specialized piece of equipment, and 
economies of scale would certainly be a factor in this decision.   
 
The packaging needs varied between the companies surveyed.  Products needed to be strapped for 
stability and most products are wrapped either in regular lumber wrap or with shrink-wrap. Some 
companies indicated the increased use of shrink-wrap because their customers prohibited the use of 
staples to secure the lumber wrap to the bundles.  
 
While researching material handling equipment, a Canadian-made prototype of an automatic wrapping 
machine was discovered. This system uses special stretchable wrapping material, which is thermally 
welded on the ends based on the bundle size, and then automatically stretched and slid over the bundle. 
The “stretching fingers” are then removed from underneath the wrap and the operation is completed with 
no staples needed.  
 
Some of the surveyed companies also expressed an increased  need for bar-coding their products.  This 
appears to be a particular requirement when producing for the big box stores and Do-It-Yourself markets.  
We did not research the technology of bar coding of lumber products, as it was not within the scope of 
this material handling project. 
 

6 State of the Current Technology  
 
Our research of the reman industry indicates that no single piece of equipment can solve the stacking 
needs of Alberta’s remanufacturing industry.  At this time, most of the product sorting, grading and 
stacking in Alberta reman plants is being done manually with manual labour often performing more than 
one task and making several decisions concurrently.  
 
These decisions might include but are not limited to the following; 

- deciding/reading the product grade, 
- determining the product size, 
- choosing the appropriate cart or bundle where the product needs to be placed, and  
- ensuring that there are a consistent number of pieces or layers in the bundle based on the 

customers’ specifications.  
 
No single piece of equipment can perform all these tasks automatically, however it appears that an 
integrated grading, sorting, and stacking system could accomplish this at the speeds required by the 
industry.  
 
Similar material handling concepts are being employed in sawmills were they commonly operate at the 
speed of up to two boards per second. The sawmill equipment is obviously designed for heavy-duty use 
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and in its current configuration, appears unable to meet the needs of the reman industry. However, similar 
concepts could be applied to the reman industry if it was able to operate with shorter lumber at higher 
speeds. 
 
6.1. The Methodology of Small Wood Component Stacking Technologies Research 

 
The approach embarked upon to determine what technology is currently available for stacking short 
length lumber components began with developing a list of companies currently manufacturing material 
handling technologies. The list was then narrowed down to contain only those companies producing 
sorting and stacking equipment. These companies were further researched to obtain more detailed 
information regarding the ir equipment.  
 
The list was generated from a variety of resources available from Forintek’s library and through personal 
contacts with the material handling experts working in the wood industry.  Library resources included 
various trade journals and magazines containing annual lists of equipment/machinery suppliers associated 
with the industry they serve.  An additional source of information was derived from trade show 
catalogues that categorized exhibitors by the type of machinery they produced.  Other names of suppliers 
of sorting and stacking equipment/machinery emerged as contacts were made over the telephone. 
 
Where warranted, mill visits were conducted to see advanced material handling technology in action.  
During such visits detailed questions were asked about what was being seen, staffing levels were verified 
and feedback was received from the mill owners regarding their material handling systems. 
 
The trade journals used to generate the list of material handling suppliers to the timber processing and 
furniture industries included the following:  
 

• Timber Processing July-August issue 
• Wood and Wood Products - The Big Redbook issue. 

 
Trade show catalogues were browsed for suppliers of sorting and stacking technology. These included the 
following trade shows: 
 

• Portland Wood Technology Clinic and Show  
• International Woodworking Federation Show (IWF)   
• Ligna 

 
Timber Processing is a trade magazine dedicated to the lumber processing industry with an excellent 
annual listing of companies involved in the manufacturing of equipment and machinery used by the wood 
processing industry.  This magazine provides a good breakdown of material handling equipment and 
machinery into two groupings: by sorting machinery and by stacking/de-stacking machinery.  
 
Wood and Wood Products is a trade magazine with its prime focus being the furniture industry and to 
some extent general lumber breakout operations, including moulding plants, edge glued panel plants, and 
component manufacturing companies.  This magazine summarizes all material handling machinery under 
the heading of “Material Handling Equipment”.  This makes the listing quite extensive with many 
suppliers having very little to do with the type of material handling equipment sought after in this study. 
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The Portland Wood Technology Clinic and Show is an annual trade show with an extensive series of 
workshops heavily focused on the equipment and technological requirements of the sawmilling and 
remanufacturing industry.  The catalogue from this show categorizes all material handling technology 
under the title “Material Handling Equipment”.  However, there is a more detail description of types of 
equipment produced by individual exhibitors along with contact information and web addresses.  This 
show is attended primarily by exhibitors from across North America with a very strong contingent from 
Quebec and British Columbia. 
 
The IWF show is the premier woodworking show in North America for the furniture and allied industries 
and it is held biannually in even numbered years.  Being primarily a furniture equipment-type trade show, 
much of the heavier material handling equipment exhibited is generally used by the hardwood lumber 
industry.  This equipment tends to run at slower production speeds than the equipment currently being 
used in softwood lumber mills.  Most of the exhibitors of material handling technology tend to be from 
North America though some of the more innovative European manufacturers are usually also present. 
 
The Ligna show is perhaps the premier woodworking machinery show in the world held biannually on 
odd numbered years in Hannover, Germany.  The Ligna show is larger and more comprehensive than the 
IWF as it includes both woodworking machinery and lumber production machinery.  Due to the volume 
of the exhibitors, material handling technologies are categorized into at least four groupings including 
stacking machinery, vacuum lift machinery, in-feed and out-feed systems.  Virtually all of the exhibitors 
of material handling technologies are European-based. 
 
Other library resources utilized in the search for information on material handling technology was 
subscription-based industry dedicated internet search engines. 
 
6.2.  Stacking Technologies 
 
Stacking technology is designed to do two types of stacking: 

- stacking lumber for kiln drying, and  
- stacking lumber and lumber based components for shipping.  

 
Stackers used to prepare lumber for kiln drying not only have to stack lumber, but they must also place 
kiln stickers between each layer of lumber.  This additional procedure adds complexity to the stacking 
process and it can be one of the areas that can cause problems or jam-ups particularly at higher speeds.  A 
less complicating factor with longer length lumber (6 feet and longer) is that after being stacked (with or 
without stickers) it can be moved as a unit without having to be placed on a pallet or other platform to 
maintain rigidity.  
 
Stacking lumber for shipping is similar to stacking for kiln drying.  The lumber itself makes for a stable 
package once wrapped and strapped.  Stacking short lumber components for shipping may require 
stacking directly onto pallets.  Stabilizing strips of thin wood have to be placed between several rows to 
help keep the load together during transportation.  More sophisticated stackers can automatically place the 
stabilizing strips between the rows as required; otherwise the strips have to be inserted manually.  
Alternatives have been tried where stacked rows are skewed to give a herringbone pattern or loads are 
stacked with small offsets between the row ends (brick stacking) thereby eliminating the need for 
inserting a stabilizing strip of wood.  Other systems use a string placed between the rows for stability.  
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This report mainly discusses stacking technologies for stacking medium and la rge volumes of ready-to-
ship products in lengths from about 3 feet and up. Stacking ready-to-ship lumber products can be 
accomplished by mechanical or vacuum stacking systems.   
 
6.2.1. Mechanical Stacking Systems 
 
Mechanical stackers imply the movement of lumber components by mechanical means.  These systems 
are commonly used to automatically stack pieces from a machine center such as a moulder, or used in 
higher volume stacking applications such as that found in sawmills.  Stand-alone stackers used at the end 
of machines are relatively simple devices capable of stacking identical components one after another 
without any manual assistance except to operate and monitor the equipment.  Lumber stackers can be 
stand-alone devices used on the out-feed from the machine centre or they can be part of an integrated 
material handling system.  
 
An integrated lumber component handling system might include the following work centres: 
  

• A grading area where human graders determine the grade of each piece and mark the grade of the 
piece (visible crayon marking or electronic marking).  

• A scanning area where a scanner reads the grading marks and the size and length of each piece.  
• A sorting area where the information from both the grader and the scanner is combined to 

determine the appropriate bin to accumulate the predetermined number of pieces to form a stack.  
• A stacking area where the pieces from the same bin (same grade/size) are stacked. 
• A banding and wrapping area where the stacked bundles are banded, wrapped and the package is 

labeled.  
 
For all these activity centers to function properly together, they need to be integrated mechanically and 
electronically.  This in all likelihood implies that they need to be integrated by one company specializing 
in this area of material handling.  The proper integration is a key component in making a material 
handling system flexible.  
 
The flexibility of the system to handle a range of product sizes would derive from its ability to change or 
reconfigure itself automatically to accept different sizes of components to be sorted and stacked.  A well 
designed lumber handling system for short parts would be very similar to what is currently available for 
handling and stacking longer length lumber found in lumber mills.  
 
One possible downside of a scaled down lumber stacking system would be whether or not it could be 
used to stack onto pallets, should this be required.  Stackers in a lumber mill place rows of lumber directly 
onto a powered roll case, which automatically moves the lift of lumber out of the way when complete.  
Another handling issue might be how the short length components are stabilized for further transport.  
 
It appears from discussions held with specialist designers and manufacturers of this technology that the 
high rates of stacking rows of lumber have been achieved by incorporating a system where more than one 
row is stacked per cycle of the stacker mechanism.  This feature is a breakthrough in design as there are 
obvious limits as to how fast a conventional stacker can complete a stacking cycle.   
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6.2.2. Vacuum Stacking Systems  
 
Vacuum lift stacking technologies are particularly prevalent in Europe where the leading manufacturer of 
vacuum technology designed specifically for use in wood processing is located.  This type of material 
handling technology is particularly useful in applications where the need to minimize handling damage is 
paramount.  Often vacuum stackers are used for stacking or un-stacking very long lengths of lumber 
which conventional stackers would not be able to handle.  
 
Vacuum lifts can be used both within in-feed and/or out-feed systems.  The advantage is that one vacuum 
lift system can feed two lines using two different sources of material input in the space of one 
conventional tilt hoist type in-feed system.  An out-feed vacuum lift system mounted on the overhead 
gantry can offload product onto a number of locations in a row, or with the use of an X-Y double gantry 
system it can place the product onto an array of locations or various machine centres.  
 
The down side of vacuum stacking system appears to be speed.  However, their versatility certainly 
provides advantages in various applications.  It is apparent that vacuum stacking technology is not going 
to be a suitable technology for handling short, relatively low value lumber components due to its inability 
to handle large volumes at a high speed.  However, the vacuum technology might find its place where 
unusual stacking patterns are required and the speed of stacking is of a secondary concern.  
 
6.3. Detailed Analysis of Stacking and Integrated Technologies 
 
The list generated of manufacturers of material handling technologies for the wood processing industry 
was quite extensive.  It was expected that some manufacturers would appear simultaneously in various 
resources.  However, this only occurred occasionally.  This fact appears to be an indication of how the 
equipment manufacturers focus only on certain market segments rather than the overall wood processing 
industry, despite the fact that there is considerable similarity in wood handling.  
 
An internet search was used to qualify each of the manufacturers and to determine whether the particular 
manufacturer produced the types of stacking and sorting technology under review.  Many were eliminated 
from the list.  
 
Timber Processing was the resource that provided the best results in the number of companies dedicated 
to the reman industry.  All the equipment suppliers listed at the Portland Wood Technology Clinic and 
Show were eliminated or have already appeared in Timber Processing.  The same scenario occurred with 
other researched resources such as Wood and Wood Products and IWF. 
 
The widest range of manufacturers of stacking technology came from the Ligna catalogue.  However, a 
more detailed examination proved that most of the displayed technology was intended for material 
handling needs of the tertiary wood processing sector, and as a result, were of lighter construction and 
operated at slower speeds. 
 
6.3.1. Manufacturers of Lumber Stacking Systems 
 
Numerous manufacturers produce stand-alone lumber stackers.  The majority of companies are based in 
Europe, however there are also various lumber stackers produced in US and Canada.  Some of these 
stackers resemble ramped conveyors, while the more sophisticated European stand-alone stackers are 
leading edge technology.  
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Innovation in stand-alone stackers often comes from the European manufacturers, as their clients demand 
more innovative solutions to their stacking needs as European labour costs increase and the trend to 
reduce manual work of this nature continues. 
 
System TM A/S 
Odder, Denmark 
 
Contact: Per Jorgensen 
 
System TM has been at the forefront of material handling technology in Europe for the last 10+ years.  
They have provided innovative solutions to material handling of short pieces of lumber and now they 
have expanded into sorting and stacking of longer length boards typically found in conventional reman 
operations.  Based on the DVD presentation received from the company, the stacking rate of longer length 
lumber was determined to be of a somewhat modest speed, stacking on average 8 rows of lumber per 
minute using conventional sling type bin sorters and a single fork stacker.  Their short piece stacker can 
be used at the end of a machine such as a moulder to stack short boards at a rate of up to 180 pieces per 
minute.  The System TM stacking technology also allows stacking directly onto the pallet, which is a 
unique feature uncommon to other manufacturers of short lumber stackers (see Figure10).  
 
This company produces both vacuum and mechanical stacking technology therefore they are capable of 
offering highly flexible and customized stacking solutions to their clients.  System TM has made inroads 
into North America with at least one installation in B.C.  
 

 
 

Figure 10. A Short Lumber Stacker produced by System TM Capable of Stacking Directly onto a 
Pallet.  

Joulin North America, LLC 
Hickory, North Carolina 
 
Contact: John Eldridge 
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Joulin, a French company is the leader in vacuum handling technology.  This company was one of the 
first to utilize a vacuum lift to handle wood.  Their current technology is capable of operating 
automatically or with manual control.  One of the options available with vacuum type stacking is that the 
head can be made to rotate thereby allowing alternating rows to be stacked at 90º to the row beneath.  
This would likely be the only automated way of stacking wood components at a 90-degree angle, or with 
the spaces between the components, or handling various component sizes at the same time (see Figure 
11).  However, the speed of stacking appears to be a down side of this technology, therefore its 
application in the high speed Alberta reman industry is likely to be very limited. 
 

 

 
   

Figure 11. Vacuum Head with Short Pieces of Various Sizes Are Being Moved 
 
Kallfass GmbH 
Klosterreichenbach, Germany 
 
Contact: Hans Haist 
 
Kallfass is a specialized manufacturer of stacking technology mainly for short length lumber components.  
One of their fastest short board (2 to 5 feet) stackers is capable of stacking 16 layers per minute (the 
maximum operating speed is estimated at about 200 boards per minute based on the 4 inch lumber, and 48 
inch package width) (see Figure12).  The company cooperated with Coe Newnes/McGehee of Salmon 
Arm in providing solutions to their client’s short lumber stacking needs. 
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Figure 12. Short Lumber Stacker Developed by Kallfass for Stacking after a Multi-rip Saw 
Automated Lumber Handling 
Lenoir, North Carolina 
 
Contact: Bill Dugger 
 
This company manufactures material handling systems for sawmills and secondary wood processing 
plants in the hardwood sector.  In this sector, sawmills usually run slower as appearance attributes in the 
milled product are considered more important than speed.  The stacker system provided by this company 
only runs at the maximum speed of 8 layers per minute.  The company stated that it has quoted on a 
material handling system for the pallet industry however the sale fell through due to the equipment cost.   
 
The company has worked with Joulin to develop a solution to meet a client’s material handling needs.  
They indicated that collaboration with other manufacturers specialized in the particular field of material 
handling is often necessary to provide the appropriate solutions to the client.   
 
G. Wines Sales 
King George, Virginia  
 
Contact: Jim Reynolds 
 
G. Wines Sales is a machinery supplier for the sawmill and pallet industry. The company developed a 
prototype of pallet component stacker to address the needs of pallet industry clients. The equipment was 
further developed and manufactured by Automated Industrial Technologies of Lynchburg, Virginia, a 
specialized machinery engineering company.  The basic stacker can stack 7 rows of components per 
minute.  However, their high-speed version is reported to stack up to 15,000 pieces per hour (more than 4 
pieces per second). This stacker is designed to handle lumber from 32 to 72 inches long and ½-inch to 4 
½ inches thick, and it could be used at the end of a machine centre such as a notcher or a re-saw that 
produces pallet components. 
 
Gillingham-Best, Inc. 
Spokane, Washington 
 
Contact: Tom Best 
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This company focuses primarily on stacking technology for sawmills.  There was no indication that the 
company also manufactures integrated sorting or grading solutions suitable for the reman environment. 
The stackers manufactured can stack 14 to 15 layers of lumber per minute with a minimum length of 
boards of 6 feet.  
 
According to Tom Best, the stacking of short boards is problematic  due to the difficulty of presenting the 
short boards to the stacker.  It was indicated that the short boards tend to jumble easily. 
 
Beaver Manufacturing 
Kamloops, B.C. 
 
Contact: Pat Vickers 
 
This company makes specialized stacking systems.  Most notably, they manufacture a stacker to handle 
finger-joint blocks as well as other random length boards onto 4x8 foot pallets.  Their own in-house 
designed singulator is used to bring the pieces in line for the stacker to handle.  The speed of the stacker is 
about 120 pieces per minute if all the pieces are the same size, but if the pieces are random in length, then 
the stacking rate decreases to 63 pieces per minute.  
 
This technology is very specialized and it may find a use in certain applications where high volume 
stackers cannot do the job.  
 
Other manufacturers of stacking technology were found in the Southern US, however the systems were 
designed for hardwood lumber processing.  These systems appeared to be unable to meet the speed 
requirements of Alberta remaners. 
 
6.3.2. Canadian Manufacturers of Large Volume Lumber Handling Systems 
 
Carbotech International Inc. 
Plessisville, Québec  

 
Contact: Louis Pacaud/Leo Campbell 
 
Carbotech is an integrated manufacturer of sawmilling and planer mill material handling technology that 
continues to provide innovative solutions to the needs of the lumber industry.  The company has recently 
installed a new sorting/stacking line that handles short pieces (44 to 52 inches) operating at stacking 
speeds of 20 rows per minute using a double fork system.  It is Carbotech’s own design using a motion 
control technology and Temposonic actuators.  Carbotech claims that this sorting/stacking system can be 
set up to operate at maximum speeds of up to 240 pieces per minute (4 pieces per second).  A visit to see 
two high-speed planer mills was arranged through Carbotech so that this type of high-speed technology 
could be seen.  A description of the mill visits follows later in this section. 
Coe Newnes/McGehee 
Salmon Arm, B.C. 
 
Contact: Doug Foster 
 
This division of Coe Manufacturing deals with planer-mill material handling systems, and advanced chop 
saw scanning systems.  It is one of the most integrated companies dealing with just about all aspects of 
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wood processing.  The stacking technology available from Coe is capable of stacking 18 rows per minute 
using motion control technology to ease the lumber onto the stack.   
 
In the area of short lumber handling, Coe has worked with the German company Kallfass and others from 
Europe specializing in this area. 
 
Comact Chicoutimi  Inc.  
Chicoutimi, Québec 
 
Contact: David Gourd 
  
This company is another manufacturer of integrated sawmill technologies including material handling and 
optimization technology.  The Chicoutimi division looks after the material handling technology whereas 
other divisions deal with sawmill related technology.  Comact has currently developed a stacker capable 
of stacking up to 24 rows of lumber per minute in lengths from 6 to 16 feet.  The company indicated that 
this type of stacker could be modified to accept boards as short as 4 feet. 
 
Machinage Piche Inc. 
Daveluyville, Québec 
 
Contact: Rene Laprise 
 
This company is an integrated manufacturer of lumber handling technologies with special emphasis on 
the material handling needs of the pallet industry.  Currently this company has quoted on a material 
handling system that can handle 200 pieces per minute (3.3 pieces per second).  To accomplish this rate of 
stacking, they have developed a stacking system that accumulates and stacks 4 rows of short lumber at 
one time.  This accumulator has the effect of reducing the number of strokes required by the stacker to 
achieve the required piece count or volumes.  They see it as being possible to speed up their stacker to 
achieve the speeds of about 240 pieces per minute.  
 
TS Manufacturing Co. 
Lindsay, Ontario  
 
Contact: Terry Oliver 
 
This is yet another Canadian integrated manufacturer of sawmill and planer mill material handling 
equipment.  Their technology is capable of stacking up to 14 rows of lumber per minute in lengths from 4 
to 16 feet.  TS Manufacturing claims to manufacture material handling equipment for two of the largest 
U.S. pallet manufacturers.  According to the discussion with TS Manufacturing, companies in eastern 
Canada manufacture the world’s leading technology for high-speed material handling of lumber products.  
They indicated that a representative from an Australian pallet company came to eastern Canada looking 
for the “best technology of this kind in the world.” 
 
6.3.3. Mill Visits to High Speed Planer Mills with Advanced Material Handling Systems 
 
Two mill visits were organized to a region south of Quebec City to view first-hand integrated material 
handling systems.  The mill visits were arranged through Quebec based equipment supplier Carbotech 
Inc.  They designed and installed the complete technology, and manufactured the material handling 
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solutions seen at both planer mills.  Carbotech, like other designer/fabricators of this type of wood 
processing solutions, were given the responsibility of designing, fabricating and integrating the entire 
process from the in-feed end, through the planing process, lumber grading, optimization, sorting system, 
to the lumber stacking, and packaging at the out-feed.  The company outsourced the parts of the 
processing technology such as the planers, trim saw, and preceding scanners etc., however, it is 
responsible for integrating the entire line and providing appropriate material handling, grading, sorting, 
and stacking solutions to complete the system. 
 
Les Produits Forestiers D.G. Lteé  
 
This is a planer mill for two of the company’s regional sawmills producing SPF lumber.  This mill, on the 
day of the visit, was running 1x 4 by 10 foot SPF boards.  It was observed that the planer caused frequent 
stoppages as the over-dried boards (often extremely crooked) entered the planer.  It was explained that the 
lumber products of this dimension are always considered problematic for planers operating at the speeds 
of 1700-2000 linear feet per minute.  
 
After the lumber was planed, it was brought to the lumber singulator (Figure 13) and the boards were 
placed onto the lug chain operating at the speed of about 170 lugs per minute. 
 

 
 

Figure 13. Lumber Singulator Places Boards onto a Lug Chain  
 
One of the most interesting parts of this line was a triple deck grading station, installed and integrated in 
such a way that the continuous flow of planed boards was automatically divided and fed to each grader 
thus reducing the grading line speed to 1/3 of the total line speed (Figure14 and 18).  The speed reduction 
through the grading area was necessary to allow enough time for the graders to assign the appropriate 
grades to the lumber.  Since the line speed throughout the course of our visit was fluctuating around 170 
boards per minute, the grading speed was nearly 1 board per second per grader.  From there, the board 
was tracked by the computer until it was dropped into the sorting bin. 
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Figure 14.   Three-Deck Grading Station and a Detail of The Board In-feed Into the Grading Level 
 
After the short grading chain, the boards were merged back into the line now set high above the mills’ 
floor, operating again at the speed of about 170 boards per minute.  An automatic precision-end-trim saw 
(PET) optimized the length of the board based on the grade assigned by the grader and the geometrical 
image of the board produced by a scanner.  The grade stamp was automatically placed on the board based 
on the electronic grade assigned to the board earlier in the process by the grader (Figure 15). 
 

 
 
Figure 15. Automated Lumber Grade Stamping   
 
A 30-bin sorter capable of handling lumber between 4 and 16 feet in length was used to store a 
predetermined number of boards in order to form a stack of the same product size and grade.  The bin 
sorter was designed to have narrow bin channels in some of the bins and wider channels in others (Figure 
16).  It was mentioned that narrower channels prevent light lumber pieces from jumbling as they were 
dropped into the bin.  
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Once a pre-set number of units were placed into the bin, the load would be lowered down hydraulically 
onto the chain track below.  The chain track would be used to bring the pile to the stacker.  In this plant 
two options were available after the lumber was offloaded from the sorter.  The lumber could go directly 
to the stacker or onto a specialized bundling station for bundling smaller units for the big box DIY 
retailers.  The same setup could be easily used for installing a second stacker to increase the stacking 
capacity, should this be required.   
 
The stacker installed was a one-fork design (Figure 17), and it was operating very smoothly.  It was 
quickly timed during our tour and it was estimated to operate at approximately 10 rows per minute.  
Every 10th row thin strips of wood were automatically placed between the rows for increased stability.  A 
recently acquired automatic wrapping machine was in operation, which was operated by one person.  
  
The entire mill was run by 9 people (yard worker excluded), operating at an average speed of 170 boards 
per minute.  The staffing at this mill was the following: one person at the planer in-feed, one planer 
operator, three graders, one person controlling the sorter, one person operating the stacker, one person to 
tend to the wrapping machine, and one floating person. 
 

 
Figure 16.  Narrow Channel of 
  the Bin Sorter 
 

 
Figure 17.  Stacker With 1x4 Boards Being Stacked

Le Bois Le May Lteé 
 
This was also a planer mill processing 2x4x10 foot lumber through the mill on the day of the visit.  It was 
virtually an identical set up as the previous plant with some modifications made to the size of the bin 
sorter.  The line was setup to handle lumber between 4 and 10 feet.  Therefore the sorter was smaller in 
size with fewer bins, however the bin channels were wider apart.  It appears that the bin size is based on a 
number of parameters with lumber length being a major determinant.  
 
The processing line was operated by 6 to 7 workers, although there were a total of 11 people on the mill 
floor. The stacker was running very smoothly during the visit. 
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The mill owner remarked that although the mill could be made to run faster, he believed that running at 
full speed wears out the equipment faster and this results in more downtime. To optimize the production 
he prefers to run the line slower but steadily with 95% lug coverage. 
 

 
Figure 18.  Similar Three Level Grading 

Station operated by Three 
Graders 

Figure 19. Release of Accumulated Lumber 
From the Bin 

 
Discussion of Mill Visits 
 
The mill visits proved useful, as good feedback was received from the Carbotech representative as well as 
from one of the mill owners.  It appears that a minor modification of the material handling system would 
permit the efficient grading, sorting, and stacking of lumber pieces from 3 feet in length and up in a 
similar fashion to what was seen in these two planer mills.  Adding another layer to the grading station 
could easily increase the grading capacity of the whole line.  Carbotech has recently designed and 
installed a twin fork stacker to increase the stacking speed by the simultaneous stacking of two rows of 
lumber at one time thus reducing the number of the cycles required.  The bin sorters will certainly have an 
upper limit on how fast they can sort the lumber and drop it into the bin, however the speeds nearing 200 
boards per minute did not seem to be problematic.  
 
Another manufacturer has designed a quad fork stacker to improve the efficiency of the stacker cycle time 
such that it can stack at the maximum speed of 24 rows of lumber per minute.  Again caution must be 
exercised when running these lines at the maximum speeds, as what is sometimes paid for in increased 
process speeds may be lost with increased downtime. 
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When asked about the staffing issue, one mill-owner commented that his staffing turnover was very low - 
likely due to the very pleasant and clean working environment and well designed automated process.  The 
mill owner indicated that with the exception of the planer operator, each staff member was cross-trained 
to operate any station in the mill, which made operating the line much easier from a staffing point of 
view.   
 

7 Material Handling Equipment in Other Industries  
 
Early in the project, it was decided to search for the high-speed material handling solutions in other 
industries, such as food processing and packaging.  An attempt was made to identify those sectors of the 
food industry where the high speed product handling solutions could be applied to the secondary wood or 
reman industry. 
 
An internet-based search was performed to learn about this sector and to find references to manufacturers 
of the food processing equipment. The amount of information available was overwhelming.  Several sites 
were uncovered concerning food processing research.  While having little knowledge of the technological 
processes employed in the food and packaging industry, it appeared to be the appropriate starting point to 
begin our research.  
 
The first institution found was the Guelph Food Technology Centre in Guelph, Ontario (www.gftc.ca).  
The institution provides various services to all sectors of the food processing industry including process 
design.  Contact was established with the process development specialists and the needs of the project 
were discussed.  
 
Despite their interest in the project, they were uncertain where in the food industry the transferable 
technology could be found.  Although it was a little disappointing, numerous questions were answered.  
 
One of the main obstacles that the food processing specialists immediately pointed out was the range of 
product sizes that the wood industry needs to handle (from 12 inches to 21 feet).  Such relative product-
size range is non-existent in the food industry.  It was learned that the food industry was able to automate 
because of signif icant product standardization that has occurred in the last two decades.  For example, 
beverage cartons have highly standardized features, allowing automated handling regardless of the 
content volume. 
 
It was also stated that the food industry still uses considerable manual labour particularly in the area of 
food product stacking and packaging into the boxes; though a few major producers are highly 
sophisticated.  However, it was also implied that despite the high speeds used in the food industry, for 
example to fill the box with predetermined number of products, the touch of a human hand often still 
needs to straighten that product in the box.   
 
The equipment suppliers to the food industry are highly specialized, catering to the specific needs of the 
industry.  The food processing specialists also indicated that it is often extremely difficult to bring outside 
people into the existing plants, as there is a fear of competition.  It was also pointed out that in order to 
learn about the state of the art in food processing technologies, a food processing trade show would need 
to be attended in order to gather more information.  
 
We were also provided with a contact for the food processing design and engineering firm ELS Design, 
which specializes in designing high-speed food processing solutions.  Upon our contact with ELS Design 
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the company indicated that it is unlikely that any food processing equipment manufacturer would be 
willing to explore providing solutions to other industries mainly due to the significant knowledge gap that 
would need to be filled, and the significant technology development costs.  The company felt that it 
would appear more logical to work with the wood processing technology suppliers to design the 
appropriate handling systems for the reman industry.  
 
Alberta Food Processors Association (www.afpa.com) was then contacted to seek some relevant 
information.  Through the discussion with the industrial technology advisor, a similar pattern of 
information was received.  An interesting comment was made that some sectors of the food industry have 
actually become less automated, producing smaller volumes of products.  The example of this is the 
bakery industry.  It was learned that the number of large bakeries is constantly decreasing due to 
increasing numbers of small local bakeries operating inside a larger grocery store.  This trend is 
apparently fuelled by customers’ demand for fresh, right from the oven products.  
 
Other contacts were made but the information gathered on material handling technology did not appear to 
be of any value to the current project. Although, perhaps some of the electronic systems used in the food 
industry for high speed product sensing and counting could be utilised in the wood industry.  
 
Due to the time constraints, the decision was made not to spend any more time exploring these other 
sectors for this project.  Instead, the effort was focused on the analysis of the material handling industry 
for the wood product sector and to search for innovative solutions specifically tailored to this industry. 
 

8 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
The project was originally initiated in response to the industry’s need for innovative, efficient high-speed 
material handling solutions, particularly in the areas of short lumber stacking.  It was found that “JUST” 
stacking is in most reman operations a multitask process, where the worker needs to decide the grade of 
particular board or read the grade mark, determine the size of the stacked component, determine which 
pile of lumber the product goes to, and finally to stack the product.  It became obvious, that in order to 
accomplish this process an integrated and complex solution would be required, and that no single piece of 
machine, no matter how sophisticated, would be able to accomplish this range of tasks.  
 
Based on these initial observations, the focus of the equipment research was expanded.  In addition to 
stacking technologies, other areas such as high speed grading and sorting were also reviewed.  The 
industry was also interested if the solutions could be found in the province of Alberta, or if the specialized 
material handling solutions could be developed in Alberta should no suitable technology be found 
elsewhere. Throughout the search of material handling systems capable of handling medium to large 
volumes of short length lumber components, a number of information resources were researched both in 
Canada, US, and Overseas.  Despite the fact that numerous technology suppliers were found, none of 
these companies originated in Alberta.  
 
It was implied that the future of the “commodity type” reman sector was likely to be found in the high- 
speed wood processing of wood products.  Therefore our focus was to identify equipment operating at 
high processing speeds as represented by the number of pieces handled per time unit.  It was learned from 
various sources that the best high-speed short lumber handling technology in the world is being made in 
Canada, with the world leaders in this industry located in Quebec and Ontario.  
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A number of eastern Canadian companies have developed material handling systems that can operate at 
speeds of 3 and more pieces per second.  When asked how much faster the grading, sorting, and stacking 
technology could go, many of these companies felt that it would not be too difficult to speed up the 
process to 4 pieces per second (240 pieces per minute).  Bearing this in mind and combining this 
information with the comment received from the food industry equipment supplier regarding the 
significant technology development costs, it seems inappropriate to attempt developing this kind of 
technology in Alberta. 
 
Leading edge lumber stacking technology is capable of stacking two or four layers of lumber in one 
stacking cycle.  At this speed, 24 rows of lumber can be stacked per minute, as claimed by some of the 
companies reviewed in this report. This would suggest that an opportunity exists for the Alberta reman 
industry to take advantage of these technological advancements, in a similar fashion as they have done 
with cross cutting, ripping and resawing technology.  
 
It is felt that manual stacking will still have its place in handling certain products. However, the majority 
of reman operations could improve their competitiveness by working with the material handling 
equipment manufacturers in order to meet their specialized needs in the area of short lumber grading, 
sorting and stacking. 
 
Due to the limited time available for completion of the project it was difficult to explore all the 
technologies reported upon in this report with the same detail.  However, further investigation of these 
technologies in the future could provide additional benefits to the reman industry.  Based on the survey 
results and the research conducted for this project, a number of recommendations can be made that can 
help guide Alberta’s remanufacturing sector develop to the next level. These include: 
 

- further investigating the technologies reported upon in this report by conducting 
additional visits to state-of-the-art wood processing plants equipped by other suppliers 
and summarizing their features for the use of the Alberta industry. 

 
- exploring other industries further to determine whether some other processing systems 

being used have direct application to the secondary wood processing sector (e.g., high 
speed product sensing, and counting). 

 
- organizing and hosting a technology mission to visit companies operating high-speed 

wood processing plants in other parts of North America in order to foster early adoption 
of existing technological advancements in the Alberta reman industry. 
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Appendix- List of Manufacturers of Stacking Technology 
 
 List from Timber Processing  
 
Company Name Province/State Web Address/Phone Number                                           
Automated Lumber Handling  NC www.automatedlumber.com 
Beaver Manufacturing  BC www.beavermanufacturing.com 
Briggs Machining & Fabricating  WA 509 535-0125 
Brown Machining & Supply  AR www.brownmachinery-supply.com 
Calvert Mfg. Inc.  FL 407 331-5522 
Carbotech Inc.  PQ www.carbotech-inc.com 
Coe Newnes/McGehee  BC www.coemfg.com 
Comact Inc.  PQ www.comact.com 
Con Vey Keystone Inc.  OR www.con-vey.com 
Cooper Machining  GA www.coopermachine.com 
Design Automation  AR www.designautomation.com 
Filer & Stowell Sales  WI www.filerstowell.com 
Flare International Sawmill,  BC www.flareinternational.com 
Froedge Machine & Supply  KY www.froedge.com 
Gemofor-Optifor   PQ  www.gemofor.qc.ca 
Gillingham-Best Inc. WA www.gillingham-best.com 
HMC Corp. NH www.hmccorp.com 
MAC Equipment AL www.macequip.com 
Machinage Piche Inc. PQ www.picheinc.com 
Mellott Manufacturing Inc. PA www.mellottmfg.com 
Northwest Machinery OR www.northwestmachinery.com 
PLC USA MI www.plcincdesign.com 
Pendu Manufacturing PA www.pendu.com 
TS Manufacturing ON www.tsman.com 
USNR WA www.usnr.com 
West Coat Industrial Systems OR www.westcoastindustrial.com 
 
List from Wood and Wood Products  
 
Company Name Province /State Web Address     
Elkay Products Co Inc.   NJ www.elkayprod.com 
Coe Manufacturing   WA www.coemfg.com 
Mid-States     IA www.mid-states1.com 
Mid-Oregon Industries    OR www.mid-oregon.com 
 
List from Portland Wood Technology Clinic and Show  
 
Company Name Province/State Web Address     
Coe Newnes/McGehee    BC www.coemfg.com 
Con-Vey Keystone    OR www.con-vey.com 
Concept Systems Inc.    OR www.conceptsystemsinc.com 
Doucet Machineries  PQ www.doucetinc.com 
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Gemofor-Optifor   PQ www.gemofor.qc.ca 
Gilbert Products Inc.  PQ www.gilbert-tech.com 
Gillingham-Best Inc.  WA www.gillingham-best.com 
HI-Tech Comact  AR www.hi-techeng.com 
Optimil Machinery Inc.  BC www.optimil.com 
Softac Systems Ltd.  BC www.softacsys.com 
USNR WA www.usnr.com 
   
List from International Woodworking Federation Show (IWF) 
 
Company Name Province/State Web Address     
Automated Lumber Handling    NC www.automatedlumber.com 
Con Vey Keystone Inc. OR www.con-vey.com 
Doucet Machineries PQ www.doucetinc.com 
Joulin    France  www.joulin.com 
 
List from Ligna 
 
Company Name Country Web Address     
Anthon GmbH  Germany www.anthon.de 
Biele S.A.  Spain www.biele.com 
Bottene s.r.l  Italy  www.bottene.it 
Jartek Group  Finland www.jartek.fi 
Joulin  France  www.joulin.com 
Obel-P-Group Denmark www.obel-p.dk 
Biesse S.p.A. Italy  www.biesse.com 
Springer   Austria  www.springer-maschinen.com 
System TM  Denmark www.systemtm.com 
Timme GmbH  Germany www.timme-gmbh.de 
ZIWO AG Automation  Switzerland www.ziwo.ch 
Euro-Tech-Vakuum  Germany www.euro-tech-vacuum.de 
SCM  Italy  www.scmgroup.com 
Rilesa ApS  Denmark www.rilesa.dk 
Sergiani S.p.A.  Italy  www.sergiani.it 
Lecab AB  Sweden www.lecab.com 
Wood Unlimited Ag  Switzerland www.wood-unlimited.com  




